
beyond it; which was heard gnawing out for several weeks, hatched

,erchance by the heat of an urn. Who does not feel his faith in a
resurrection and immortality strengthened by hearing of this? Who

knows what beautiful and winged life, whose egg has been buried for

ages under many concentric layers of woodenness in the dead dry life
oisociety, deposited at first in the alburnumrs of the green and living
tree, which has been gradually converted into the semblance of its
rvell-seasoned tomb-heard perchance gnawing out now for years by
the astonished family of man, as they sat round the festive board-
may unexpectedly come forth from amidst society's most trivial and

handselled furniture, to enjoy its perfect summer life at last!
I do not say that John or Jonathan2o will realize all this; but such

is the character of that morrow which mere lapse of time can never

ntake to dawn. The light which puts out our eyes is darkness to us.

Only that day dawns to which we are awake. There is more day to
dawn. The sun is but a morning star.

1g. alburnum (al bur' nem) n. soft wood between the bark and the heartwood, where water is

conducted.

20. John or Jonathan average person.

1. Respond: From your point of view, what would be the advantages
and disadvantages of spending two solitary years in a natural
setting?

2. (a) What advice does Thoreau offer to his "fellows" about owner-
ship of land or property? (b) lnterpret: What does Thoreau mean
by his comment, "lt makes but little difference whether you are com-
mitted to a farm or the county jail"?

3. (a) What advice does Thoreau offer to those who live in
poverty? (b) Analyze: What does this advice suggest about
Thoreau's definition of true wealth?

4. (a) According to Thoreau, by what is our life "frittered away"?
(b) lnterpret: What does Thoreau mean by his advice to "simplify,
simplify"?

5. (a) Deduce: What did Thoreau hope to achieve by living at Walden
Pond? (b) Make a Judgment: Do you believe Thoreau felt his time
at Walden was well spent? Explain.

6. (a) Apply: How would you define those things that are necessary
to the soul? (b) Take a Position: Do you agree with Thoreau that
"Money is not required to buy one necessary of the soul"? Explain.



Gretel Ehrlich
Scholar's lnsight
To cultivate poverty is a

radical thought and one that
has been alive throughout
history. Poverty in this sense

means simplicity, like the
"poverty" of an animal
that wears only its own
fur coat. The mind and the
imagination are our true
wealth.

Reading Strategy
Analyzing the
Author's Philosophical
Assumptions Thoreau has

strong opinions about how
people should live, as shown
in his advice to "cultivate

poverty." Has he convinced
you? Explain.

Vocabulary
magnanimity (mag' ne nim
a te) n generosrty

abode; the snow melts before its door as early in the spring. I do
not see but a quiet mind may live as contentedly there, and have as
cheering thoughts, as in a palace. The town's poor seem to me often
to live the most independent lives of any. Maybe they are simply great
enough to receive without misgiving. Most think that they are above
being supported by the town; but it oftener happens that they are
not above supporting themselves by dishonest means, which should
be more disreputable. Cultivate poverty like a garden herb, like sage.
Do not trouble yourself much to get new things, whether clothes
or friends. T\rrn the old; return to them. Things do not change; we
change. Sell your clothes and keep your thoughts. God will see that
you do not want society. If I were confined to a corner of a garrett6 all
my days, like a spider, the world would be just as large to me while I

had my thoughts about me. The philosopher said: "From an army of
three divisions one can take away its general, and put it in disorder;
from the man the most abject and vulgar one cartnot take ar,','ay his
thought." Do not seek so anxiously to be developed, to subject your-
self to many influences to be played on; it is all dissipation. Humility
like darkness reve:rls the heavenly lights. The shadorvs o1-poverty and
Ineanness $ather around us, "and lo! creation widens to our view."r7
We are often reminded that if there were beslowed on us the wealth
of Croesus.'8 our aims must still be the same. and our means essen-
tially the same. Moreover, if you are restricted in your range by pov-
erty, if you cannot buy books and newspapers, for instance, you are
but confined to the most significant and vital experiences; you are
compelled to deal with the material which yields the most sugar and
the nrost starch. It is life near the bone where it is sweetest. You are
defended from being a trifler. No man loses ever on a lower level by
magnanimit-y on a higher. Superfluous wealth can buy superfluities
only. Money is not required to buy one necessary of the soul. . . .

The life in us is like the water in the river. It may rise this year
higher than man has ever known it, and floocl the parched uplands;

- even this may be the eventful year, which will drown out all our
I muskrats. It was not always dry land where we dwell. I see far inland

the banks which the stream anciently washed, before science began
to record its freshets. Everyone has heard the story which has gone
the rounds of New England, of a strong and beautiful bug which
came out of the dry leaf of an old table of apple-tree wood, which had
stood in a farmer's kitchen for sixty years, first in connecticut, and
afterward in Massachusetts-from an egg deposited in the living tree
many years earlier still, as appeared by counting the annual layers

16. garret (gar' it) n. attic.
17."and . . . view" from the sonnet "To Night', by British poet

Joseph Blanco White (1775-1841).
18. Croesus (kre' sas) King of Lydia (d. 546 a.c.), betieved to be the

wealthiest person of his time.

(r800-1820)



from The Conclusion
' I l.ft the woods for as good a reason as I went there. Perhaps

ore lives to live, and could not
is remarkable how easily and
oute, and make a beaten track
week before my feet wore a path

l'rom my door to the pondside; and though it is five or six years since

I trod it, it is still quite distinct. It is true, I fear that others may have

tallen into it, and so helped to keep it open. The surface of the earth

is soft and impressible by the feet of men; and so with the paths

ri.hich the mind travels. How worn and dusty, then, must be the high-

rvavs of the world, how deep the ruts of tradition and conformity! I

did not wish to take a cabin passage, but rather to go before the mast

and on the deck of the world, for there I could best see the moonlight

amid the mountains. I do not wish to go below now.

I learned this, at least, by my experiment; that if one advances

confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the

lile whir:h he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected

in common hours. He will put some things behind, will pass an

invisible boundary; new, universal, and more liberal laws will begin

to establish themselves around and within him; or the old laws be

expanded, and interpreted in his favor in a more Iiberal sense, and
he will live with the license of a higher order of beings. In proportion
as he simplilies his life, the Iaws of the universe will appear less com-
plex, and solitude will not be solitude, nor poverty poverty, nor weak-
ness weakness. lf you have built castles in the air, your work need

not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations
underthem....

Why should we be in such desperate haste to succeed, and in
such desperate enterprises? If a man does not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let
him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away.
It is not important that he should mature as soon as an apple tree
or an oak. Shall he turn his spring into summer? If the condition
of things which we were made for is not yet, what were any reality
which we can substitute? We will not be shipwrecked on a vain real-
ity. Shall we with pains erect a heaven of blue glass over ourselves,
though when it is done we shall be sure to gaze still at the true ethe-
real heaven far above, as if the former were not? . .

However mean your life is, meet it and live it; do not shun it and
call it hard names. It is not so bad as you are. It looks poorest when
you are richest. The faultfinder will find faults even in paradise. Love
your life, poor as it is. You may perhaps have some pleasant, thrilling,
glorious hours, even in a poorhouse. The setting sun is reflected from
the windows of the almshousels as brightly as from the rich man's

Literary Analysis
Author's Style and
Metaphor What metaphor
does Thoreau use in the
sentence beginning "lf a

man does not keep pace

with his companions . .?"
What idea does it help him

develop?

(eadins
Check"

What does Thoreau claim

to have learned from his

experiment in living?

15' almshouse n. home for people too poor to support themselves



v Critical Viewing
This picture shows a rePlica

of Thoreau's cabin. How

does it help you understand

his point that people should

work on the quality of their
lives rather than the things

they own? [lnterPret]

made up of petty states, with its boundary forever fluctuating, so t
even a German cannot tell you how it is bounded at any moment.

The nation itself, with all its so-called internal improvements, which,

by the way, are all external and superficial, is just such an unwieldy

and overgrown establishment, cluttered with furniture and tripped

up by its own traps, ruined by luxury and heedless expense, by wanl

of calculation and a worthy aim, as the million households in the

land; and the only cure for it as for them is in a rigid economy, a

stern and more than Spartan simplicity of life and elevation of pur-

pose. It lives too fast. Men think that it is essential that the lVation

have commerce, and export ice, and talk through a telegraph, and

ride thirty miles an hour, without a doubt, whether theg do or not;

but whether we should live like baboons or like men, is a little
uncertain. If we do not get out sleepers,r3 and forSe rails, and devote

days ancl nights to the work, but go to tinkering upon our liues to

improve them, who will build railroads? And if railroads are not

built, how sl-rall we get to heaven in season? But if we stay at home

arnd rtrincl our business, who will want railroads? We do not ride on

the railroacl; it rides upon us.
Tinre is but the stream I go a-l'ishing in. I drinl< at it; but

while I drink I see the sandy bottorn and detect how shallow

it is. lts thin current slides away. but eternity remains' I

would drink deeper; fish in the sky, whose bottom is

pebbly with stars. I cannot count one' I know not

the first letter of the alphabet. I have always been

regretting that I was not as wise as the day I

was born. The intellect is a cleaver; it dis-

cerns and rilts its way into the secret of

things. I do not wish to be anY more

busy with mY hands than is neces-

sary. My head is hands and feet'

I feel all my best faculties con-

centrated in it. MY instinct
tells me that mY head is
an organ for burrowin$'

as some creatures use their
snout and forePaws, and with it I

would mine and burrow mY way

through these hills. I think that

the richest vein is somewhere here-

abouts; so bY the divining rodro

and thin rising vaPors I iudge; and

here I will begin ,o -r...j .___------

13.sleepers(slG.parz)n.tiessupportin9railroad
tracks.

14. divining rod a forked branch or stick alleged to iir
reveal underground water or minerals' 'i.



ows, the Poem of creation is unin-
hear it. OlYmPus is but the out-

ished to live deliberately, to front
ee if I could not learn what it had
ie, discover that I had not lived'
ife, living is so dear; nor did I
it was quite necessary. I wanted
rrow of life, to live so sturdilY
ll that was not life, to cut a broad

into a corner, and reduce it to its
mean' whY then to get the whole

ancl genuine meanness of it' and p the world;

o, tf it were s''tbiirne, to know it by e to give a

,rr. n..or,rt of it in my next excul 2ppears to

me, are in a strange uncertainty about it, whether it is of the devil or

of God, and have someuhaL hasttlg concluded that it is the chief end

o[ man here to "$lorify God and enjoy him forever"'e

still we live meanly, like ants; though the fable tells us that we

were long a$o chan$ed into men; like pygmies we fight with cranes:Io

it is error upon error, and clout upon clout, and our best virtue has

lor its occasion a superflrrous and evitable wretchedness. our life
is frittered away by detail. An honest man has hardly need to count

more than his ten fingers, or in extreme cases he may add his ten

toes, and lump the resl-. Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity! I say, let

your affairs be as two or three, and not a hundred or a thousand;

instead of a million count half a dozen, and keep your accounts on

your thumbnail. In the midst of this chopping sea of civilized life'

such are the clouds and storms and quicksands and thousand-

and-one items to be allowed for, that a man has to live, if he would

not founder and go to the bottom and not make his port at all, by

deadreckoningi,tlandhemustbeagreatcalculatorindeedwho
succeeds. simplify, simplify. Instead of three meals a day, if it be

necessary eat but one; instead of a hundred dishes, five; and reduce

other things in proportion. Our life is like a German Confederacy,12

8. Spartanlike like the people of Sparta, an ancient Greek state whose citizens were known

to be hardy, stoical, simple, and highly disciplined.
9. "glorify . . . forever,' the answer to the question "What is the chief end of man?" in the

Westminster catechism.
10. like . . . cranes ln the //rad, the Troians are compared to cranes fighting against pygmies'

11. dead reckoning navigating without the assistance of stars.
12. German Confe-Oeraci At the time, Germany was a loose union of thirty-nine independent

states, with no common government.

Gretel Ehrlich
Scholar's lnsight
Thoreau encourages us

to face all that life brings

to us, both its Painful and

beautiful sides. There cannot

be one without the other.

Vocabulary
sublime (sa bllm') adl. noble;

majestic

superfluous (soo Pur
floo as) ad7 excessive, not

necessary

ffiBm-
Why did Thoreau 90 to the

woods?

I

i
I
I

I



Gretel Ehrlich
Scholar's lnsight
Thoreau comes to Walden

Pond with a "beginner's

mind " He allows the earth

to instruct him in its waYS,

leaving preconcePtlons

behind That is how writers

must approach all things, as

a student of the world

it a clean and airy look, especially in the morning' when its timbers

were saturated with dew, so that I fancied that by noon some sweet

gum would exude from them.To my imagination it retained through-

out the day more or less of this auroralT character, reminding me of

a certain house on a mountain which I had visited the year before'

This was an airy and unplastered cabin, fit to entertain a traveling

god, and where a $oddess might trail her garments' The winds which

passea over my dwelling were such as sweep over the ridges of moun-

tains, bearing the broken strains, or celestial parts only, of terrestrial

7. auroral (o ror al) adi. resembling the dawn

ri
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g, though that wasr"nothing to.
e ofthe house and barn, and the
an interval between me and the

covered apple trees, gnawed by
bors I should have; but above all,
arliest voyages up the river, when

'J;:,-JT:;:::iff '.:i;H,l"i,fl
rocks, cutting down the hollow

young birches which had sprung
made any more of his improve-
was ready to carry it on; like

Atlas,r to take the world on my shoulders-l never heard what com-

pe.sation he received for that-and do all those things which had no

orler motive or exclrse but that I might pay for it and be unmolested

in r,y possession of it; for I knew all the while that it would yield the

nrost abundant crop of the kind I wanted if I could only aflbrd to let it
alone. But it turned out as I have said.

All that I could say, lhen, with respect to farming on a large scale

(l have always cultivated a garden) was that I had had rny seeds

reacly. Many think that seeds improve with age. I have no doubt that
time discriminates between the good and the bad; and when at last I
shall plant, I shall be less likely to be disappointed. But I would say

to my fellows, once for all, As long as possible live free and uncom-
mitted. It makes but little difference whether you are committed to a
farm or the countY jail.

Old Cato,s whose "De Re Rustica" is my "Cultivator," says, and the
only translation I have seen makes sheer nonsense of the passage,
"When you think of getting a farm, turn it thus in your mind, not to
buy greedily; nor spare your pains to look at it, and do not think it
enough to go round it once. The oftener you $o there the more it will
please you, if it is good." I think I shall not buy greedily, but So round
and round it as long as I live, and be buried in it first, that it may
please me the more at last. . . .

I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily
as chanticleer6 in the morning, standing on his roost, if only to wake
my neighbors up.

When first I took up my abode in the woods, that is, began to
spend my nights as well as days there, which, by accident, was on
Independence Day, or the fourth of July, 1845, my house was not
finished for winter, but was merely a defense against the rain, with-
out plastering or chimney, the walls being of rough weatherstained
boards, with wide chinks, which made it cool at night. The upright
white hewn studs and freshly planed door and window casings gave

4' Atlas (at' les) from Greek mythology, a Titan who supported the heavens on his shoulders.
c' Old Cato Roman statesman (294-149 a.c.). "De Re Rustica" is Latin for "Of Things Rustic."
6. chanticleer (chan' te klir') n. rooster.

. Vocabulary
: dilapidated (da lap' e dit'
i io1aa1. in disrepair

:

Reading Strategy
Analyzing the
Author's Philosophical
Assumptions lVhat do you

think the rdea of freedom
means to Thoreau?

-,Readinsl!3 Checr-
What were the "real

attractions" of the Hollowell
farm to Thoreau?



Gretel Ehrlich
Scholar's lnsight
Thoreau is saying that
every rock is our home,

every vista is ours to
drink in. And as a result,

the landscape comes into

us, and pours out again as

an image, a poem, a bit of
musrc.

Literary Analysis
Author's Style and
Metaphor ldentifY the
metaphor Thoreau uses in

this paragraph and the idea

it helps him develoP.

Iikely to be soon improved, which some might have thought too far

from the village, Uui to my eyes the village was too far from it' WeIl,

there might I live, I said; and there I did live, for an hour, a summer

and a winter life; saw how I could let the years run off' buffet the

winter through, and see the spring come in' The future inhabitants

of this region, wherever they may place their houses' may be sure

that they have been anticipated. An afternoon sufficed to lay out the

land into orchard woodlot and pasture, and to decide what fine oaks

or pines should be left to stand before the door' and whence each

blasted tree could be seen to the best advantage; and then I let it lie,

fallow2 perchance, for a man is rich in proportion to the number of

things which he can afford to let alone'

Myimaginationcarriedmesofarthatlevenhadtherefusalof
several farms-the refusal was all I wanted-but I never got my fin-

gers burned by actual possession. The nearest that I came to actual

f,ossession was when I bought the Hollowell Place, and had begun to

sort my seeds, and collected materials with which to make a wheel-

barrow to carry it on or off with; but before the owner gave me a deed

of it, hls wife-every man has such a wife-changed her mind and

u,ished to keep it, and he offered me ten dollars to release him' Now,

to speak the truth, I had but ten cents in the world, and it surpassed

myarithmetictotell,iflwasthatmanwhohadtencents'orwho
had a farm, or ten dollars, or all together. However, I let him keep the

ten dollars and the farm too, for I had carried it far enou$h; or rather'

to be generous, I sold him the farm for just what I Save for it' and' as

he was not a rich man, made him a present of ten dollars' and still

had my ten cents, and seeds, and materials for a wheelbarrow left'

I found thus that I had been a rich man without any damage to my

poverty. But I retained the landscape, and I have since annually car-

ried off what it yielded without a wheelbarrow with respect to

landscapes:
"I am monarch of all I surueg,

My right there is none to dispute"'3

I have lrequently seen a poet withdraw, having enjoyed the most

valuable part of a farm, while the crusty farmer supposed that he

had got a few wild apples only. Why, the owner does not know it

for many years when a poet has put his farm in rhyme' the most

admirable kind of invisible fence, has fairly impounded it, milked

it, skimmed it, and got all the cream, and left the farmer only the

skimmed milk.
The real attractions of the Hollowell farm, to me' were: its com-

plete retirement, being about two miles from the village, half a mile

from the nearest neighbor, and separated from the highway by a , r
broad field: its bounding on the river, which the owner said protectetr

2. fallow (fal' o) adi. left uncultivated or unplanted'

3. 'l . . . dispute,, from william cowper'sverses supposed to Be Written by Alexander

Selkirk.

C
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I

I

(r800-1870)
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JromWhere I Lived, and What I Lived For
At a certain season of our life we are accustomed to con-
sider every spot as the possible site of a house. I have thus
surveyed the country on every side within a dozen miles
of where I live. In imagination I have bought all the farms
in succession, for all were to be bought, and I knew their
price. I walked over each farmer's premises, tasted his wild
apples, discoursed on husbandryt with him, took his farm
at his price, at any price, mortgaging it to him in my mind;
even put a higher price on it-took everything but a deed
of it-took his word for his deed, for I dearly love to talk-
cultivated it, and him too to some extent, I trust, and
withdrew when I had enjoyed it long enough, leaving him
to carry it on. This experience entitled me to be regarded
as a sort of real-estate broker by my friends. Wherever I

sat, there I might live, and the landscape radiated from me
accordingly. What is a house but a sedes, a seat?-better
if a country seat. I discovered many a site for a house not

Did Thoreau truly
intend to purchase

a farm?

1. husbandry(huz'ban dre) n. farming.

( Critical Viewing Based on this picture of Walden Pond, what do you think it
would be like to live in such a place? [Speculate]

from Wolden


